
Democracy, War, and
Peace in the Middle East

Edited by David Garnham and Mark Tessler
What are the prospects for continued movement toward democracy in the Arab world, and
what form is democracy likely to take? What impact will democratization have on war and

peace in the Middle East? Scholars explore these issues in this timely book.
Indiana Series in Arab and Islamic Studies

320 pages, paper $15.95 (also in doth $35.00)

Jewish State or Israeli Nation?
Boas Evron

Foreword by lames Diamond
A Selection of the Jewish Book Club

"... a lucid formulation of post-Zionist ideobgy for the generation of the 1980s and 1990s."
—International Journal of Middle East Studies

" . . . a n extremely erudite, brilliant and powerful book with a novel approach:
a sober secular conception offudaism." —Maariv

Israeli journalist Boas Evron concludes that Israel should become a territorial state that
would accommodate its sizeable non-Jewish minority in a truly democratic way.

288 pages, cloth $29.95

Pan-Turkism
From Irredentism to Cooperation

Jacob M. Landau
An examination of relations between Turks in Turkey and their kin abroad—in Cyprus, the

Balkans, and especially in the six ex-Soviet Muslim republics in the Caucasus and Central Asia.
This book delineates the special relationship between the new republics and Turkey, which

has altered the essence of Pan-Turkism from militant irredentism to practical solidarity
in matters political, economic and cultural.

256 pages, paper $14.95 (also in doth $35.00)

The Diary of Hamman Yaji
Chronicle of a West African Muslim Ruler

Edited by James H. Vaughan and Anthony H. M. Kirk-Greene
The rare and remarkable diary of a local Muslim ruler and slave-trader in northern Nigeria
under British colonial administration is enhanced by an introduction that places Hamman

Yaji in historical and cultural perspective.
176 pages, doth $25.00

At bookstores or from

I N I J I A I N A P R E S S Orders: 1-800-842-6796
gopher.htpress.indiana.edu (port 7000}
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Edited by Salma Khadra Jayyusi

As a result of the extreme popularity of the
1992 cloth edition of The Legacy of Muslim
Spain, we are now proud to announce the
publication of a 2-volume quality
paperback edition.
The civilisation of medieval Muslim Spain
is perhaps the most brilliant and
prosperous of its age and has been
essential to the direction which civilisation
in medieval Europe took.
The Legacy of Muslim Spain is the first
work, in any language, to deal
comprehensively with all the major aspects
of the society. Comprising nine detailed
sections, ranging from Music, Art and
Architecture to Science, Technology and
Agriculture, the new paperback edition is
great value for money. With its vast scope
of information, colourful illustrations,
extensive indexing, biographical notes and
supply of maps for easy reference, The
Legacy of Muslim Spain is a publication
which no one can afford to be without.

Reviews of the hardback edition:
'This magnificent volume is surely the
most comprehensive of all histories of
Islamic Spain...Highly recommended.'

J.P. Berkey, Choice, 1993.

'... major resource in this field for decades
to come.'

Roger Allen.

Now in Paperback

• 1994. (xix, 552; iv,

553-1103 pp. 27 pi.

[16 col.], 6

figures, 6 maps [1 fold.]

2 vols.)

• ISBN 90 04 09954 9

• Quality Paperback

• NLG 138.00/uss 79.00

E J B R J LL
P.O. Box 9000 • 2300 PA Leiden • The Netherlands /U.S. and Canadian customers: 24 Hudson Street •
Kinderhook • NY 12106 • USA. Call toll-free 1-800-962-4406 (US and Canada only). Prices are subject
to change without prior notice and are exclusive of handling costs. All prices are exclusive of VAT in
EC-countries (VAT not applicable outside the EC). US$ prices are valid for USA and Canada only.
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THE BEST FROM CAMBRIDGE
CRUSADER CASTLES
Hugh Kennedy
This is a general account of the history
and architecture of crusader castles in the
Kingdom of Jerusalem, County of Tripoli
and Principality of Antioch between 1099
and 1291, the years during which the
crusaders had a permanent presence on
the Levantine coast.
42068-7 Hardback $39.95

EXPOSED TO
INNUMERABLE DELUSIONS
Public Enterprise and State Power in Egypt,
India, Mexico, and Turkey
John Waterbury
Examination of the origins and dynamics
of state sectors reveals the efforts to reform
or liquidate them by developing countries,
who having established extensive public
enterprise sectors, seek to regulate most
economic activities outside the state sector.
43497-1 Hardback $59.95
43549-8 Paperback $19.95

POETRY AND MYSTICISM
IN ISLAM
The Heritage of Rumi
Amin Banani,
Richard Houannisian, and
Georges Sabagh, Editors
This book is an examination of Maulana
Jalal al-Din Rumi's spiritual and literary
heritage. As Annemarie Schimmel has
written, no other mystic and poet from the
Islamic world is as well known in the West
as Rumi, and she, more than any Western
scholar, is his most celebrated and eloquent
interpreter. The scholars whom Professor
Schimmel has invited to share in her tribute
have all added new dimensions to an under-
standing of Rumi and to his impact on the
Islamic world.

Contributors: Georges Sabagh, Amin Banani,
Annemarie Schimmel, J. Christoph Burgel, William C.
Chittick, Hamid Dabashi, Margaret Mills, Victoria
Holbrook
45476-X Hardback $59.95

•iO West 20th Street, New York, NY 1001 I -\11
Call toll-free 800-8^2—123.

AN ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE
OTTOMAN EMPIRE,
13OO-1914
Halil Inalcik. Editor
With Donald Quataert
This book provides a richly detailed account
of the social and economic history of the
Ottoman Empire. In so doing it spans seven
centuries, from the origins of the Empire
around 1300 to the eve of its destruction
during World War I. In four chronological
sections the contributors provide the reader
with valuable information on land tenure
systems, population, trade and commerce
and the industrial economy.
Contributors: Halil Inalcik, Donald Quataert,
Suraiya Faroqhi, Bruce McGowan, Sevket Pamuk
34315-1 Hardback $120.00

ARABIC HISTORICAL
THOUGHT IN THE
CLASSICAL PERIOD
TarifKhalidi
"This is a wide-ranging, excellently written
book on a subject of major importance, based
on a formidable wealth of knowledge expertly
distilled." -David Morgan
46554-0 Hardback $54.95

PALESTINIAN PEASANTS
AND OTTOMAN OFFICIALS
Rural Administration around Sixteenth-
Century Jerusalem
Amy Singer
In a unique study of rural administration
in the Ottoman Empire, Amy Singer explores
the relationship between Palestinian peasants
and Ottoman officials in mid-sixteenth-
century Jerusalem. Using court records,
the author describes the mechanisms of tax
collection and other aspects of local admini-
stration, emphasizing the interactive nature
of Ottoman officialdom.
45238-4 Hardback $49.95
47679-8 Paperback $22.95

Available in bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS
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MECCA
A Literary History of the Muslim Holy Land

F. E. PETERS
For the non-Muslim, Mecca is the most forbidden of Holy Cities—and yet, in many ways it is the

best known. Muslim historians and geographers have studied it, and countless pilgrims and travelers—
many of them European Christians in disguise—have left behind lively and well-publicized accounts of
life in Mecca and its associated shrine-city of Medina. The stories of all these figures come together in
this book to offer a remarkably revealing literary portrait of the city's traditions and life.

"Full of informative detail, and with substantial notes and bibliography, [Peters'] work is a true
scholar's guidebook to further study "—LibraryJournal
Cloth: $29.95 ISBN 0-691-03267-X

FEMINISTS, ISLAM, AND NATION
Gender and the Making of Modern Egypt

MARGOT BADRAN
The emergence and evolution of Egyptian feminism is an integral, but previously untold, part of

the history of modern Egypt. Drawing upon a wide range of women's sources—memoirs, letters,
essays, journalistic articles, fiction, treatises, and extensive oral histories—Margot Badran shows how
Egyptian women, attentive to the implications of gender, played vital roles in the construction of
citizenship and the institutions of a modern state and civil society.

"The book provides lively portraits of the protagonists of the first feminist movement in the Arab
world as well as information on the legacy these women bequeathed to Egyptian and Arab society. It is
well documented, presents new data, and conveys the author's intimate knowledge of the condition of
women in the Middle East."—Lucett e Valensi, Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales
Cloth: $35.00 ISBN 0-691-03706-X

AVENUES OF PARTICIPATION
Family, Politics, and Networks in Urban Quarters of Cairo

DIANE SINGERMAN
Focusing on the political life of the sha'b (or popular classes) in Cairo, Diane Singerman shows

how men and women develop creative and effective strategies to accomplish shared goals, despite the
dominant forces ranged against them.

"Singerman's book engages the current theoretical debates about how people make political
decisions, contributes to the literature of comparative urban politics and political development, and
promises to integrate the Middle East into general political science."
—Lisa Anderson, Columbia University
Princeton Studies In Muslim Politics; Dale F. Eickelman and James Piscatori, Editors

Cloth: $39.50 ISBN 0-691-08654-0

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
AVAILABLE FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER OR DIRECTLY FROM THE PUBLISHER:

(609) 883-1759 U.S. • (0243)829121 U.KVEUROPE
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EDUCATION, EMPOWERMENT,
AND CONTROL

The Case of the Arabs in Israel
MajidAI-Haj

"This is the first and only systematic
social science account of contemporary Arab
education in Israel that includes details on
historical changes along with an evaluation of
educational policies and programs. It is pre-
sented within a general model of social change
in the society as a whole. This is a comprehen-
sive and thorough study that is likely to become
a classic in the field."
— Calvin Goldscheider, Brown University

Education, Empowerment, and Control is
about the education of the Palestinian Arab
minority in Israel from the establishment of the
state of Israel to the present. Using a compara-
tive approach, the study throughout juxtaposes
Arab and Hebrew educational systems in terms
of administration, resources, curricula contents,
and returns. Developments in education are
analyzed in conjunction with wide demo-
graphic, economic, and sociopolitical changes.
249 pages • $18.95 pb • ISBN 0-7914-2202-X

State University of New York Press

c/o CUP Services • PO Box 6525* Ithaca, NY 14851

1 -800-666-2211 (orders only)
Shipping/handling: U.S. and Canada, please add $3, all others,

please add $4. Make checks payable to SUNY Press.
MasterCard, VISA, AMEX, and Discover accepted.

NY State residents, add 8% sales tax.
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ENGLISH TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM

CONSONANTS

Column Headings: A = Arabic, P = Persian, OT = Ottoman Turkish, MT = Modern Turkish

A

v b
V —
o t
•±, th

E. j
T —

C h

J" d
i dh
j r
j 2

P

b
P
t
s
j
ch
h
kh
d
z
r
z

OT

b
P
t
s
c
c
h
h
d
z
r
z

MT

borp
P
t
s
c

9
h
h
d
z
r
z

A
j

LT S

u" ?

*> !
^ ?

? Kh

S f
J q
J k

p
zh
s
sh
s
4

!
z

Rh

f
q

k or g

OT
j
s
3
§
4
t

z

g o r g
f
k

kor n
or y
org

MT
j
8

5
s
z
t

z

go'S
f
k

k or n
o r y

ofg

J 1
f m

O n
• h
J w

^ yi

Jl ^

p
g
1
m
n
h

voru

y

OT
g
1
m

n
h"
V

y

MT

n
h»

1 (-at in construct state)
a (article) al- and '1-
5 (when not final)

ARABIC AND PERSIAN

Long 1 or Is a
J u

Doubled

Diphthongs

Short

iyy (final

form i)

uww (final

form 0), etc.

au or aw

ai or ay

VOWELS

OTTOMAN TURKISH MODERN TURKISH

a fwords of Arabicl a
and Persian > u
origin only J I

iy (final iy (final form i)

form 1)

uw

ev

ey
a or e

u or u
0 or 6

1 or i

ev

ey

a or e
u or ii

0 or 6

1 or i

For Ottoman Turkish, authors may either transliterate or use the modern Turkish orthography.
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INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MIDDLE EAST STUDIES
Contributions and Editorial Correspondence

Send article submissions to the Editorial Office (address on in-
side front cover). Articles submitted to the journal should not
be, or have been, submitted elsewhere. Books for review should
also be sent to the Editor for forwarding to the Book Review
Editors. Unsolicited book reviews cannot be accepted for
publication.

Manuscript Preparation and Style

General. An article must be in English, should not exceed 40
typewritten pages (including main text, notes, tables, and
figure captions), and should be typed on &W x 11" or A4
white bond paper with ample margins on all sides. The entire
manuscript—including notes, tables, and references—must
be typed double-spaced and numbered consecutively. Title
and author's name should be centered at the top of the first text
page. Institutional affiliation and location should appear at the
bottom of the last text page. The Editor may find it necessary
to return manuscripts for reworking or retyping that do not
conform to these requirements.

Text. Use a 5-character paragraph indent. Avoid hyphenat-
ing words at the end of lines. Do not use desk-top publishing
features (e.g., right margin justification or bold and italic type-
faces). Block indent long quotations (more than 50 words).
Never cross-reference.

Endnotes and References. Notes must be numbered consec-
utively throughout the text, typed double-spaced in para-
graph style, and grouped together as a unit following the text.
Footnotes at the bottom of the text page are not permitted.
Any acknowledgment of grant support, substantial assis-
tance, etc., should be typed as an Author's Note above the first
note. Provide the full name of the author as it appears on the
publication. All titles in non-Roman alphabets (Arabic,
Cyrillic, etc.) must be transliterated. Foreign titles in Roman
alphabets should be capitalized as they would be in that par-
ticular language. An English translation of nonstandard lan-
guage titles should be provided in parentheses after the title.
The style of note citations should conform with the following
examples:

'Stanford J. Shaw, History of Ottoman Empire and Mod-
ern Turkey, 2 vols. (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1977), Reform, Revolution and Republic: The Rise of Mod-
ern Turkey 1808-1975, 2:3-6.

2Jamil M. Abun-Nasr, A History of the Maghrib in the
Islamic Period, 3rd ed. (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1987), 10.

3Howard Crane, trans, and ed., Risale-i Micmar(yye: An
Early-Seventeenth-Century Ottoman Treatise on Architec-
ture, Studies in Islamic Art and Architecture 1 (Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1987), 71.

4Martin Rein and Donald Schon, "Frame-Reflective Pol-
icy Discourse," in Social Sciences and Modern States, ed.
Peter Wagner, Carol Hirschon Weiss, Bjb'rn Wittrock, and
Hellmut Wollman (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1991), 262-89.

'Clifford Geertz, "Toutes Directions: Reading the Signs
in an Urban Sprawl," International Journal of Middle East
Studies 21 (August 1989): 291-306.

When references to the same work follow without interrup-
tion use ibid. When notes to the same work follow after inter-
ruption, use the author's last name and a shortened title of the
book or article. Do not use op. cit.:

6Shaw, History of Ottoman Empire, 2:6.

'Ibid., 1:10-52.

As a less-preferred alternative, authors may use the social sci-
ence method of citation. In the text, cite author and year in pa-
rentheses. In the reference section, provide the full citation:

author's full name, title, city of publication, publisher, and
year. UMES does not publish bibliographies.

Foreign Words and Transliteration. All Arabic words found
in an unabridged dictionary (e.g., ulema, sheikh, qadi, Sunni,
Shici, mihrab, minbar, madrasa, masjid, jamic, hadith, suq)
should be treated as English words, that is, not underlined
and without diacriticals. Contemporary names and places
should be spelled as they are found in such standard publica-
tions as the New York Times. All other transliterated words
and phrases should be underlined and all their diacriticals in-
cluded throughout the text. Be sure to distinguish between
the hamza, cayn, and the apostrophe in the text. No diacriti-
cal marks other than the hamza and the cayn should appear in
any proper names (e.g., names of people, dynasties, places)
and names of well-known literary works (Qur'an, Shah-
nama), except: works written in Arabic, Persian, and Otto-
man Turkish and cited in transliteration in the notes must
include diacriticals for both author and title.

Transliteration System. All non-Roman alphabets must be
transliterated, and authors are responsible for the consis-
tency and accuracy of their transliterations. For Arabic and
Persian, UMES uses the modified Encyclopaedia of Islam
system: qaf = q not k; jim = j not dj; roman double-letter
equivalents are not underlined; the / of at- is not assimilated
to the following consonant; la marbula is rendered a not ah;
the adjectival -ya followed by ta marbuta is rendered -iyya.
Except at the beginning of an English sentence or endnote,
only proper names are capitalized. For Ottoman Turkish, use
either the Encyclopaedia of Islam system or modern Turkish
orthography. For treatment of common Turkish words, such
as medrese, turbe, etc., follow the rules on anglicizing Ara-
bic and Persian words.

Dates. UMES does not use double dating. Use common era
(A.D.) dates only, unless quoting from an original source, in
which case use the date as quoted (hijra, solar, etc.) with the
common-era equivalent in parentheses.

Tables and Figures. Tables and figures must be cited in the
text, e.g., (see Table 1). They should be numbered consecu-
tively in arabic numbers, captioned, and appear as a unit fol-
lowing the notes section. They cannot be interspersed in the
text. Diagrams must be professionally rendered or computer
generated; details should be large enough to remain legible
at 50% reduction. Below-standard artwork will be returned
to the author for replacement. All artwork must be numbered
and labeled with the author's name and article title. For half-
tones or other illustrations, consult the editor.

Publishing Information

Production. The publisher reserves the right to copyedit
manuscripts to conform to the journal's style, which follows
the rules found in the Chicago Manual of Style. Spelling will
be edited to conform to American usage. More substantial
editing will be returned to the author for approval before
publication.

The lead author will receive one set of proofs for the correc-
tion of typographical or factual errors only. No rewriting will
be allowed in the proof stage. Authors must return the malcrial
to the editorial office within 48 hours of receipt or approval will
be assumed.

Offprints. The lead author of an article (but not book-
review) will receive 50 free offprints of the article. Addi-
tional offprints may be purchased if ordered al (ho proof
stage. Orders received after the issue is primed arc subject hi
a 50% reprint surcharge.

Copyright and Originality. Submission of an article implies
that it has not been simultaneously submitted or previews!)
published elsewhere. Authors are responsible for obtaining
permission to publish any material under copyright. Contrib-
utors will be asked to assign their own copyright, on certain
conditions, to Cambridge University Press.https://doi.org/10.1017/S0020743800061845 Published online by Cambridge University Press
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NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE

Announcing a new series...

CAMBRIDGE MIDDLE EAST STUDIES

Women and the Political
Process in Twentieth-Century
Iran
Pan/in Paidar
This comprehensive and original analysis
demonstrates how political reorganization
has redefined the position of Iranian women.
Challenging the view expressed by conventional
scholarship that emphasizes the marginalization
of Muslim women, the author asserts that
gender issues are at the heart of the political
process in Iran.
Cambridge Middle East Studies I
47340-3 Hardback $59 95

Redefining the Egyptian
Nation, 193O-194S
Israel Gershoni and
James P. Jankowski
The authors examine the emergence of nation-
alism among the Egyptian middle class during
the 1930s and 1940s, and its growing aware-
ness of an Arab and Muslim identity. They
demonstrate how the growth of an urban
middle class, combined with economic and
political failures in the 1930s, eroded the earlier
territorial and isolationist order.
Cambridge Middle East Studies 2
47535-X Hardback $54 95

Mongols and Mamluks
The Mamluk-llkhanid War, 1260-1281

Reuven Amitai-Preiss
I his is the first comprehensive study of the
political and military aspects of the early years
of the war. Drawing on previously untapped
Persian and Arabic sources, the author examines
the war within the context of Mongol/Mamluk
relations with the Byzantine Empire, the Latin
West and the Crusading states.
Cambridge Studies in Islamic Civilization
46226-6 Hardback $59.95

The Arabian Epic
Heroic and Oral Storytelling

M.C. Lyons
I he hero cycles of Arabic belong to the literary
tradition of The Arabian Nights and can be
seen as the popular epics of their civilization.
The Arabian Epic covers ten of the main repre-
sentatives of this genre.
University of Cambridge Oriental Publications
48354-9 Hardback Set about $225 00
Volume 1: Introduction
47428-0 Hardback about $54.95
Volume 2: Analysis
47449-3 Hardback about $89.95

Volume 3: Texts
47450-7 Hardback about $89 95

Medical and Para-medical
Manuscripts in the Cambridge
Genizah Collections
Haskell D. Isaacs
with the assistance of Colin F. Baker
This catalog contains some 1600 descriptions ot
medical and para-medical items located among
the Hebrew, Judaeo-Arabic and Arabic manu-
script fragments found in the Genizah of the
Ben Ezra Synagogue in Cairo, shedding impor-
tant light on medieval Mediterranean society.
Cambridge Vnirtrsity Library Genizah Series
47050-1 Hardback $110 00

Knowledge and Social
Practice in Medieval
Damascus, H9O-135O
Michael Chamberlain
Chamberlain develops a new approach to the
relationship between society and culture in
the medieval Middle East. He demonstrates
how western concepts of legitimate order were
inappropriate to an examination of Muslim city
society, where it was the household, rather than
the state agency or corporation, that held polit-
ical and social power.
Cambridge Studies in Islamic Civilization
45406-9 Hardback $54.95

Available in bookstores or from

C A M B R I D G E lowest20thSt.,N.Y.,NYIOOI 1-4211. CMMUf
UNIVERSITY PRESS MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change
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